Seigenthaler: press keeps politicians honest

by Paul Gallagher

"The press helps keep politicians honest," John Seigenthaler, editor of the Nashville Tennessean, said last night in the literary auditorium, speaking to the media in justice and politics.

Mr. Seigenthaler's lecture was the third in a series of the News Media Conference presented by the Student Union Academic Commission. Seigenthaler, editor of the Tennessean, was a former aide to both the late President Kennedy and the late Senator Robert Kennedy.

Seigenthaler in commenting on Senator Vance Hartke's lecture Thursday in which the Senator criticized the role of the press in politics said he would examine "in a candid way" the other side of the issue.

In "John Seigenthaler: press keeps politicians honest," the First Amendment of the Constitution is explored. Because the press involves human beings it is fallible, he said. It makes mistakes everyday.

Newspapers, he added, are often disagree among themselves.

He cited the controversy over Nixon's appointment of Clement Haynsworth to the Supreme Court as an example.

Seigenthaler thought it ironic that "conservative" newspapers opposed the appointment of Justice Abe Fortas. "They are more similar to those pointed at Haynsworth," he said.

The pulse of the press, in his view, is somewhat "mythological." Since 1912, the majority of newspapers have endorsed Republican presidential candidates with the exception of Barry Goldwater in 1964.

"The press does have power," he added. It"is limited."

He said Pres. John Kennedy's selection of former Pres. John F. Kennedy as chief of staff, the decision to send the president's brother to the Caribbean, and "the reality of the challenge of his office and the unreality of his campaign promises," he added.

John Seigenthaler

Tobin and Larry Pino to win one of Cavanaugh's two posts in the Senate. Tobin, who finished second, assumed the other post. The controversy arose when half president Steve Danzko refused to use the standardized student election ballot which had no line designated for write-in votes and instead used a ballot that did have such a line.

Representatives from balloted candidates Tobin and Pino explained that the single line for write-ins on the Cavanaugh ballot gave write-ins from across campus and hence put them at a disadvantage.

The vote, however, was validated after more than an hour's discussion before the election committee.

The Observer in an interview, admitted that Crawford "did a very good job; he had a very difficult assignment, and he would have done well under any circumstances." He commented, however, that Crawford's
The lecture by Archbishop Roberts the spiritual leader of Catholics in England, a leading vocate of non-violent re-

Roberts, who was formerly the quadrangle at the principal celebrant of a campus anti-war organization formed this fall.

An all night vigil will be held at Sacred Heart Church beginning at 11:30 p.m. on Wednesday morning.

The program for non-violence will also sponsor two other public lectures. David Dellinger, a peace activist currently on trial in Chicago for federal conspiracy charges, will speak at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday (Oct. 14). His topic is "From Protest to Resistance," and the location of his talk will be announced later.
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It's no fun trying to get a stranger to take a check when you're running short of cash and you need gasoline or other products for your car.

It's embarrassing. Unnecessary.

What you need is a Texaco Credit Card. And here's your application. Just fill it out.

For the whole story, call Randy Szlabick at 616-684-0753 in Niles, Michigan.
Moratorium exams

The Observer has been approached by a number of students who want us to confirm or deny reports that certain professors are scheduling tests for next Wednesday, the day of the Vietnam Moratorium.

It would take an endless amount of time to check out each of the rumors. We hope that they will be brief enough to deal with, for if there is, indeed, a Moratorium, it would be ruinous to the student body, for it would mean a complete halt to the academic pursuits of the University. We believe not. We feel that there is only room for the use of pressure tactics at a great university. Free discussion, unrestricted inquiry, and the freedom to manifest the beliefs of one's conscience through legitimate means, should be characteristic of everything that happens at Notre Dame.

It is with this in mind that we called for the application of the true academic spirit in all events that transpire next Wednesday. We call for participation in the Moratorium in order to govern their actions with respect for the rights of individuals who will attend classes that day. We call on professors to respect the moral convictions of students who wish to participate in the Moratorium by not scheduling tests or quizzes for that day.

The argument will always be made that to not schedule tests on Wednesday would be to allow outside influences (the Moratorium) to affect the normal pursuals of the University. We believe not. One of the characteristics of a truly admirable curriculum is that it is flexible enough to provide for the examination of pressing topics which students are concerned with at the time of their concern.

A lot of students are restless about the war. It makes no sense to add to that restlessness by stifling students' opportunities to participate in the Moratorium.

Employee's rights

A group of University employees have issued an anonymous statement through WSND expressing their dissatisfaction with Father Walsh's statement about the Moratorium.

The fact that the University failed to say anything about their being able to participate in the day's activities has annoyed them. Spokesmen for the group claim that the lack of any statement about their protests on Wednesday suggests that they do not have moral right to follow the dictates of their consciences. Or rather, that the consciences of the faculty, students and administrators are more important than theirs.

We feel that Father Walsh's statement fails to mention employees for the simple fact that he failed to consider the fact that the University can not dictate the student's rights of individuals who will attend classes that day.

The case of employees is different in the sense that the University can not dictate the restlessness by stifling employees' opportunities to participate in the Moratorium.

Employee's feelings but understand the University's present position; but we think that the University should have come forward to respect the moral convictions of students who wish to participate in the Moratorium by not scheduling tests or quizzes for that day.

We feel that Father Walsh's statement fails to mention employees for the simple fact that he failed to consider the fact that the University can not dictate the student's rights of individuals who will attend classes that day. We call on professors to respect the moral convictions of students who wish to participate in the Moratorium by not scheduling tests or quizzes for that day.

The argument will always be made that to not schedule tests on Wednesday would be to allow outside influences (the Moratorium) to affect the normal pursuals of the University. We believe not. One of the characteristics of a truly admirable curriculum is that it is flexible enough to provide for the examination of pressing topics which students are concerned with at the time of their concern.

A lot of students are restless about the war. It makes no sense to add to that restlessness by stifling students' opportunities to participate in the Moratorium.
Tom Ehrbar
Cavemen

Our lightbulbs into rather go simultaneously blips. Upon a thing, you watch that blipness were death or. the wp reaction—readion begins bulbs into our hatred lo him. us, lv<Jn

For my part: I think. I think, bull do not

But we been instructed, Ivan and I, that observe the steady flow of blips should end and the image of a Hawk should replace it then Ivan and I are to simultaneously move forward and twist our lightbulbs into place and watch the fireworks on the screen. I think I would rather go crazy, but I do not know.

There is another thing. I don't trust Ivan Chen, in a dream I think, but I do not know. I remember that Ivan leaped upon me. I intendly following the row of blips, and he wrestled the white lightbulb from my grasp. My People had averted me to beware the tactics of Ivan, and to cherish and honor the lightbulb, defend it, even if it meant my life. But I had observed Ivan, secretly for a long while, and did not believe him capable of violence. Nor did I have the means to ward off his attacks if I wanted to. I don't have both arms fully outstretched he could not, could not quite accomplish the task. Infinite fraction short. It was all so amazing. I watched. Chen watched too and his thin lips, just for a moment seemed to curl into a vague, all-knowing smile. Then Chen returned to his matches and his shadows.

Within a matter of hours Ivan was sprawled out on the floor of the cave, whimpering in total exhaustion. That night Ivan handed over my lightbulb, apologized, promised no more of such nonsense, and I forgave him. The next day we watched blips again in tranquility and peace. Still I observed Ivan a little more carefully now, a little more secretly. This is a serious business. Very serious.

But all in all, I think, but I do not know, the relationship among the three of us, Ivan and I and Chen, is a workable one; if not the best of all possible relationships.

For my part: I will not complain or utter blasphemies at the People.

I will watch the blips, I will await the Hawk. I will ignore Chen and his mysterious ways.

I will tolerate Ivan, study him too. For one day, some day, if I don't go crazy, I may get bored. And I think, but I do not know, that my arms are just a fraction longer than his.
Hall by hall, Senate votes were tallied

(continued from page 1)

chances were improved by the bulletin.
The vote in that election was Crawford 109, Toth 71, and Finn 79.
In less disputed balloting, Jim Brogan defeated Tim Treanor in a handball election both candidates characterized as "fierce." By losing 66-49, Treanor missed a chance to become Badin's second freshman representative in two years after a history of upperclass senators.
In light voting, Mark Moen, Hans C. Sweeney, Brian Kuenen and H. Patrick Weber won senate seats from Grove Tower. They ran unopposed.
Russ Stone edged Jerry Fenzel in an extremely close race at Howard Hall. Stone collected 59 votes from Fenzel's 53. Write in Pete Martinke received 8 votes.
In Walsh Hall, Jeff King and Fred Lochbihler each collected 78 votes to win positions in the Senate. John Brubaker collected 67 ballots.
Buz Civen romped to an easy win over J. Thomas Yust at St. Ed's, and Ed McEwen easily beat back the challenge of Tim McKay and Dennis Wall at Holy Cross. Frank McAleen and Thomas Patton tied for a field of six to win posts as Flanner's "B" tower representatives, while unopposed Daniel Dillon and Kevin Smith won in "A" tower. Tim Fealey collected 133 votes and Joe White 109 to become Breen-Phillip's representatives.
Daniel Koppenhafer collected 81 votes.
It was John Mateha 89, Fred Cuiiffidra 87 and Gary Clausen 78 in heavy balloting in Lyons hall. The vote puts Matcha and Cuiiffidra in the Senate. Morrissey Hall elected Pat Kerrigan and Dave Schmidt in moderate balloting. Kerrigan collected 121 votes to Schmidt's 70 and John Kucinski's 80.
In Zahm Hall, Dave Johnson rolled up a heavy plurality to take one of the Senate positions. Ken Israel, with 118 votes, edged Mike Roffino by 16 ballots.
In Stanford Hall, Tom McDermott and Erick Andrus defeated a challenge by Tom Wiedemer and write-in Robert Oliveri to assure seats in the Student Senate.
Tom Biehl and John Drost, from Panghorn, Terry Malik of St. Joe's, Steve Flavin and Dave Colbert of Farley Hall and Mike McFall of Carroll hall ran unopposed.
Fairley views vial
Dr. William Fairley, associate professor of geology at the University of Notre Dame, recently made a scientific pilgrimage to Bloomington, Ind. to view a vial of dust valued at $50 million.
The vial contained moon dust, the first display of lunar material in Indiana. The sample was collected by astronauts of the Apollo 11 last July, as they walked on the moon.

Int'l Students A.S. offers its members

PLAN YOUR WINTER/SPRING VACATION NOW!

Student Flights To MEXICO & SWITZERLAND
Take Your Choice — Break Away And . . . JOIN THE JET SET!!!

MEXICO
(Fun-in-the-Sun!)

Depart Chicago: March 27 or 28
Return Chicago: April 4 or 5
Trip includes: Round trip jet fare per person; hotel room; 4 a day
room; baggage handling; transfers; bull fight; get-acquainted happy hour in exciting MEXICO CITY!

$195.00

SWITZERLAND
(Ski Holiday!)

Depart Chicago: March 21
Return Chicago: March 28
Depart Chicago: March 28
Return Chicago: April 4
Trip includes: Round trip jet fare per person; hotel room; double
occupancy; lift tickets; 6 ski lessons; baggage handling; transfers; all meals; ski equipment; get-acquainted happy hour!
Trips sponsored by International Students Association, representation around the world. Make checks payable to Int. Students Ass'n., Min. Deposit, $25.00 per seat due by Oct. 15, $35.00 due before Feb. 1, 1970. Full refund if you cancel by May 10th.

$295.00

TO: International Students Association, 184 Foshay Tower, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Enclosed find $ ______ (Deposit — Full Payment if reserved)
seats on trip to ______

NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE:
SCHOOL:

A WINNING COMBINATION

AMERICAN GENERAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Offers College Students the only New Idea in Life Insurance in the Last 25 Years

MONEY AS A LIVING BENEFIT
write today for more information

William Ruiter
OBSEVER STAFF
209-0677
ALLIED LIFE AGENCY
404 S. WALNUT ST.
SOUTH BEND, IN.

ADDRESS:
NAME: ____________________________
PHONE:

Indiana Bell

Use your long distance calling number. Save time.
Dial your own calls.
Sen. Goodell speaks today

U.S. Senator Charles Goodell, the controversial New York Republican appointed to the vacancy left by the assassination of Robert F. Kennedy, will speak at the closing session of the Student Union Academic Commission's News Media Conference on Fri-day October 10th at 3:00 p.m. in Stelan Center. His address enti-tled "Presidential Management of the News. Vietnam: A Case in Point," will be held in conjunc-tion with the National Student War Moratorium movement and is open to the public. A question and answer period will follow the formal part of the program. The Reverend Theodore Hesburgh, President of the University of Notre Dame and a member of the President's Commission on Draft Reform, will introduce the speaker.

Laird's son protests

UPI Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird's son revealed yesterday he will march with other students next Wednesday, in a scheduled nationwide demonstration against the Vietnam War.

John Laird, who is studying to be a teacher at Eau Claire State University in Wisconsin, said he has informed his father about his plans.

"I thought it was great of him not to object," young Laird said.

Plans for the demonstration gathered momentum last week amid calls for total withdrawal of U.S. troops.

the 59¢ lunch

The burgers are bigger at

501 DIXIEWAY NORTH,
SOUTH BEND

---COUPON---

BLACK ANGUS

STEAK HOUSE

1520 N. Ironwood Dr.
South of Campus between South Bend Ave. & Edison Rd.

Coupon for Second Dinner of Same Value at Half-Price


Senator Goodell, considered a conservative at the time of his appointment by Governor Nelson Rockefeller, was the first Repub-lican member of the U.S. Senate to openly and formally oppose the Vietnam policy of the Nixon administration. Speaking in sup-port of his Vietnam Disengage-ment Act, Goodell recently told the Senate: "This slaughter must cease. The prosecution of the war with American troops must be ended, not merely reduced." Proposing December 1, 1970 as a mandatory withdrawal date for all U.S. troops in Vietnam, the Senator went on to point out that his bill "Would end Congress' role as a passive bystander in a war effort directed by three Presi-dents," and "Give clear notice to the Thieu Government of South Vietnam that at the end of one year, they must assume the full burden of fighting.

Placing his personal commitment to peace above par-tisanship, Goodell faces possible opposition from Rockefeller, the man who appointed him, in his 1970 bid for re-election.

The burgers are bigger at Burger King.
Home of the Whopper.
Harriers host invitational

The 1969 Notre Dame cross country team will open the season this afternoon by hosting the annual Notre Dame Invitational Meet at the Burke Memorial Golf Course. However, coach Alex Wilson would hesitate to make any real predictions on the outcome of this year's meet.

Wilson is unsure of his charges. He has only two returning men for the team, and fellow members of the team, and other members who may prove valuable to the Irish are Mike McCann, captain of the track team and second in the conference to the star backer Mike Donnelly and Vince Ambro, both seniors, and Robert Miller, a junior.

Coach Wilson's statement concerning the meet this afternoon are as follows. "Our injured men run well and if the freshmen go well, we could have a good season." Concerning the meet this afternoon are as follows.
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The conference begins

After a horrendous weekend of upsets (Colorado over Indiana, New Mexico over Utah, and poor games), I move into conference play which, if anything, is harder to pick. There's no telling what doormat is going to shine when conference foes come to town.

Notre Dame over Army--by 24. Fun in the big city as the Irish get a chance to test some reserves.

Georgia over Mississippi--by 6. Quarterback Archie Manning rolled up 540 yards in total offense as Ole Miss lost to Alabama. He'll need at least that much to keep up with Georgia.


Simpson's pace. Defensive-minded Phil Currie may be too much for the Volunteers.

New Mexico over Utah--by 10. The conference game and Duffy won't be shellacked two weeks in a row.

Pitt over Navy--by 13. Delicious Panther fans will watch their team extend its winning streak to two.

Delaware over Hofstra--by 28. A "breather" for the 8th-ranked Blue Hens.


Michigan over Utah State--by 20. Purdue over Wisconsin--by 27. West Virginia over Texas Tech--by 31.

Interhall opens

On the Interhall sport scene this week:

FOOTBALL: The 1969 Interhall Football season begins Saturday, October 12, with the following games: 1:00 Cavanaugh vs. Interhall Football (Field 1) 12:00 Interhall vs. Ocean Club (Field 2)

Cavanaugh vs. Interhall Football (Field 1) 12:00 Interhall vs. Ocean Club (Field 2)

Cavanaugh vs. Interhall Football (Field 1) 12:00 Interhall vs. Ocean Club (Field 2)

Cavanaugh vs. Interhall Football (Field 1) 12:00 Interhall vs. Ocean Club (Field 2)

Cavanaugh vs. Interhall Football (Field 1) 12:00 Interhall vs. Ocean Club (Field 2)